Nimbus & WiGL WWF 2.0

Many of you may have seen a recent update from Nimbus about our partnership.
WiGL is proud to announce that we have entered a partnership agreement with Nimbus to
demonstrate the networking of their light-based Power Relay technology on a grand scale at WiGL’s
World Fair 2.0 in support of the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD). This is an important partnership
for both companies to demonstrate wireless power networking capabilities across multiple
frequencies…on a stage that incorporates new radio frequency and light spectrum energy
technologies for the DoD.
WiGL’s patented wireless power networks allow our all forms of wireless tech to partner and deliver
the future of 21st century wireless power. WiGL is honored to include Nimbus in our vision of
wirelessly interoperable electromagnetic spectrum networks. We also plan to explore and grow
both technologies within DoD to create new applications of touchless wireless power (tWPT). The
networking of pioneering and emerging wireless power concepts of operation surrounding lightbased wireless energy transfer are very exciting for WiGL. We are honored to help mentor this
partner.

The ultimate vision of WiGL’s networks is to create smart, tWPT networks using all forms of
commercial off the shelf (COTS) hardware. In short, WiGL is looking to quickly create brand new
possibilities for consumers. We are also seeking to simultaneously bring together technology
creators to tap into the $25 billion charging solution market.
As you know, this is just one of the many COTS partnerships that WiGL is doing. We are excited
about what the future has in store for wireless power!
#letswigl2022
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